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Championship #1: „New Moon Reloaded“ by All Star Choppers
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TOP: Second place for the outstanding „Mystic“, a high-class lowrier-style powerbike created by WRC from Italy, beating „Tattoo Trash“ by Dutch competitor Joshua
van Gellecum only by a narrow margin. Check out the radical frame and fork on this stretched lowrider!

Sometimes wonders happen! Following a
European Bike Week of very mixed weather
conditions – to say the least – the second
half of the 21st edition was not completely
„on the bright side“ but Saturday´s weather
was sunny and flawless. Thanks for not following the weather forecast! With 53 participants, not to forget the 54th who arrived
too late to be judged – the Custom Chrome
Europe Ride-In Show had a great turnout,
last year´s number of 36 bikes was excee-

ded before the first hour of registration had
passed! Especially the „Modified Harley“
class received a massive number of entries,
23 bikes participated in this class alone, with
a lot of competitors presenting outstanding
quality, including customizers from all over
Europe! Judging was – as always – extremely difficult and tight, performed by some
of the best custombike journalists and bloggers from Europe and guest judges from the
Middle East.

As the events and options for riders were plenty – and the weather
forecast for the weekend not as sunny as it finally turned out, a lot
of custombike riders already hit the road on Saturday, cutting down
the participation in all bike shows. Following a very wet start of the
week – and another massive rain on Thursday evening, everybody
seemed to be on the „edge“, but the bright sunrise on Saturday
cheered everybody up again! And so, the bikes rolled in!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - As expected for the four „core“ classes of the „Faaker See Championship“, the fight for the € 1.000,-- cheques was a tough one,
but „Chopper“ peaked with outstanding six hot competitors, one of
them RevTech-powered. In the final count, Andreas Bergerforth‘s
new private ride did outscore them all – and what a superb little
Chopper, built by the Thunderbike boss himself, it is!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - -
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Biker‘s Life Special Award: 1 Page advertising!

Modified HD #1: „Shovel Chopper“ by Penz Custombikes
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Following on second position in Modified HD, Thunderbike again shocked the competition with an all-new stock-based extreme custom named „Grand Prix“. „Sesto
Elemento“ shows where the V-Rod could have gone, if Harley would have wanted it: High tech carbon and fingerprint ignition key!
Again, the four top categories Championship, Modified HD, Jammer Old School and RevTech Performance saw tight competition
between some of the best customizers of Europe, this time especially from Italy, Austria and Germany. „New Moon Reloaded“ by All
Star Choppers and Filippo Valora from Italy has been introduced at
MBE in Verona 2018 and this is where he is going again: He took
the top award in the Championship class, € 1.000,-- in CCE parts
and a trip to Motor Bike Expo Verona 2019! „Mystic“ of Petrini Ronni, built by WRC/Italy got 2nd place in the „Champs“ class, followed
be the Dutch entry „Tattoo Trash“ by Maastricht-based Joshua van
Gellecum – that was a tight race!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - As already mentioned, 23 entries into the „Modified Harley“ class
alone, there was some hot competition going on: Especially since the winning Shovel Chopper of Peter Penzenstadler could also

have won in either Jammer Old School or Championship. But at close inspection, the bike did fit the regulations with stock motor and
modified stock frame – and Peter did also win in Harley‘s „Custom“
class the day before. Engraved motor and gleaming metal flake
paintjob by Marcus Pfeil gave Penz the edge before the following
Thunderbike premiere bike „Grand Prix“. „GP“ also raised suspicions but is based on a 2018 model year „Breakout“ onto which
Thunderbike welded a new tail end, smoothened the stock frame
and added new tank and swingarm. In result, the theme is similar to
Harley‘s „newcomer“ FXDR 114, only that Thunderbike´s creation
looks so much better! Following on third position, „Sesto Elemento“
by Latina/Italy based E-D Special Custom could also have been
the class winner, since the spectacular V-Rod was equipped with
new carbon body parts all over the bike, modified suspension and
finger-print ID ignition key! Emiliano Damia premiered the bike in

Verona 2018, who also picked on of their „Motor Bike Expo 2019“
invitation bikes from this class: Giuseppe „Pepe“ Lazzarda‘s „Maravilla“ Chicano-Custom caught the eyes of many visitors, among
them MBE Organizer Francesco Agnoletto, who picked the bike for
the 2019 edition of the show. Surprisingly, the owner‘s Italian name
is misleading, as the bike is based in Belgium!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - The „Jammer Old School“ class saw a line-up of great „Old School“
conversions with a tough head-to-head fight of „Calipso“ by Sabrina
Canducci of Meldola/Italy based WRC Custom Build and the spectacular „Beelzebub‘s Ditch Jumper“ by Alessio Mattiazzi, painted
with extreme care to detail by 70‘s Helmets. In the end, „Calipso“
won the top honours, followed by „Beelzebub“ and „Cross Bones“
by X-Trem Custombikes from Mettmann/Germany.
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - -
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Jammer Old School #1: „Calipso“ by WRC/Italy
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TOP: 2nd place in Jammer Old School for „Beelzebub‘s Ditch Jumper“ by Alessio Mattiazzi/Italy, a superdetailed Old School Ironhead built by the owner and painted by 70‘s Helmets. Check out the details on this
bike, both in the paint-job as well as the superb sheet-metal work and engravings! And Alessio rides it too!
RIGHT: 3rd position went to „Cross Bones“ by X-TREM Custombikes/Germany
There were even more RevTech engines in the show than only the
class competitors, as the variety of the styles ranged from Chopper
to Lowrider to Bagger! It would have been even more, but several
RevTech-powered custombikes who were invited to participate returned home on Saturday already. So, the main battle for the points
was going on between the outstanding homebuilt „New Generation“ by Andreas Kronbichler from Söll near Kufstein/Austria and
the spectacular brand-new super-lightweight Aluminum Bagger by
Asso Special Bikes. ASB modified one of their „199“ frames with
an all-aluminum bodywork, keeping the weight of the Bagger-themed sport bike to about 280 kg. Which gave them the edge in
judging too! Third place went to Hochheim-based Magnus Wilhelm,

who has built (!) himself already three RevTech powered „Magnus“
bikes (also noted as such in the legal papers!), of which this is
number 2, created with a Penz frame and the 100 CuIn RevTech
V-Twin. Last year, his „Magnus III“ with RevTech 88 scored in the
same spot.
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - No other class experiences such a different participation like
„Chopper“: From eight competitors in 2016 to two in 2017 (other
potential „Chopper“ candidates competed in other categories) and
now again up to six high class Choppers, there have always been
spectacular motorcycles in this class. Despite the cool entries, not
all of them Harley-powered, Andreas Bergerforth of Thunderbike
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Rev Tech #1: „Alubagger“ by Asso Special Bikes/Italy
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RevTech 1 to 3 for three completely different concepts: Bagger, radical hard-tail old-style Low-Rider
and performance dragstyle with MV-Agusta upsidedown fork! This class has it all!

did score the top position with his super-clean (and just finished)
new private ride, which he also has created himself in succession
of his „Thunderbike 30th Anniversary Chopper“. Michele and Roberto DelDo from Morozzo/Italy came in second and Austria´s Herfried Diez third. His Yamaha Chopper is equipped with the classic
XS 650 twin and has been a „classic“ of the Austrian Custombike
scene for years!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - It would have taken quite some effort to beat this year’s „Bagger“
class winner, which was on display at the Arneitz Custom Show all
week: MG 32 by Biker Sheriff is a spectacular 32-Inch front wheel
show-Bagger by one of the top-shops of the Italian custombike
scene. Air suspension, fully customized frame and bodywork and
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Bagger #1: „MG 32“ by Biker Sheriff/Italy
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Bagger 1 to 3 scored with style: MG 32 with „over
the top“ front wheel, Mirco Maranini‘s Road Glide super clean and „The two Kings“ by Customhands with
parts and airbrush art!
the rim-mounted brake at the massive 32 Inch front wheel add to
the cool look! In a head-to-head judging finale, Mirco Maranini‘s
clean „Road Glide“ took second place, followed by „The Two Kings“
by Offenbach/Germany based Customhands, specialists in individually adjustable handlebars, one of which was mounted to this
extremely detailed painted promotion bike.
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - This year´s „Sportster-Engine“ class saw outstanding entries that
proved how diversified this class can be. Matthias Lotter won the
class with his „Evel Knievel“ Café Racer style which not just offered „the look“ but also fitting Screamin‘ Eagle power inside the
engine. Thomas Heckel from Berlin/Germany built his cross-over
Sportster from a barn-find wreck and created a completely off-the-
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Chopper #1: „Glamour“ by Thunderbike/Germany
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This year‘s Chopper lineup saw different concepts
and a great variety of engines: „Black Arrow“ by Daniele Pezzo/Italy (2nd) and the Yamaha XS 650 Twin
Chopper, handcrafted by Herfried Diex/Austria.

beaten-path mix of Chopper and Dirt Tracker that he rode around
the Lake Faak all week. Third position went to „Harley-Kitty“, built
by Harley-Davidson Hannover for Peggy Gresk of Garbsen/Germany. Another entry into the Sportster class also caused lots of
attention – and was by far the bike that rolled the longest distance
to this show: Screw‘s „Bitch“ Sportster is a fully-equipped „world
traveller“ bike and has since may 2018 mastered more than 18.000
kilometers via Russia, Kanada and Sturgis 2018 (where it won the
„Ratbike“ class of the Rats Hole Show) to Faak. Sven „Screw“ Nisch has prepared the bike himself, including the „double decker“
Sportster tank set-up and the „Survival-Bike“ style accessories of
his cool long-distance rider.
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - -
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SPORTSTER #1: “Evel Knievel” by X-TREM Custombikes/Germany
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#2 Sportster-engine class: „Pin-Up“ by Thomas Heckel from Berlin/Germany is a completely homebuilt radical Sportster! „Harley-Kitty“ by Harley-Davidson Hannover won 3rd place.
The crowd was - as always – massive and the bike show was well
attended from start to finish! Thanks to all competitors for the excellent motorcycles exhibited! Special thanks too to the high-class
panel of judges that included members of the press, Moreno Persello of Bikers Life/Italy, Onno Wieringa, Frank Sander, organizers
of the Emirates Custom Show and others, which are the ones that
make this event possible. CCE-Partners sponsoring the show
were, Kuryakyn, „Bolt On and Ride“ 2016 Bike-builders Cult Werk,
Motor Bike Expo Verona and Bikers Life Magazine plus Biker Fest
Lignano.
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - Again, Motor Bike Expo Verona picked two of the top bikes and
invited them to the 2019 event at Verona Fiere! „Championship“
winner „New Moon Reloaded“ of Rosignano Solvay/Italy based All
Star Choppers will again be present in Verona, of course being

nominated for the MBE/CCE Italian Championship with a #1 plate,
so will Giuseppe „Pepe“ Lazzarda‘s „Maravilla“ make the long road
from Belgium. Bikers Life Magazine sponsored one page of advertising for Peter Penzenstadler and Penz Custombikes and a
free-of-charge booth at the upcoming 33rd Biker Fest 2019 from
May 9th-12th in Ligniano Sabbiadoro (www.bikerfest.it) which will
be certainly filled with spectacular rides by German Customparts
specialist Thunderbike!
- - - Showtime: CCE Ride-In 2018 - - Custom Chrome Europe will run the next major event of the Custom Chrome Europe International Bike Show Series at MOTOR
BIKE EXPO in Verona (www.motorbikeexpo.it) and certainly will
visit the 33rd Biker Fest in Lignano. The Show will go on!

Text: HRF, Photos: Horst Roesler/Motographer
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Trophies, € 1000 parts vouchers and more special...

... awards are waiting for their winners at this Show!

Custom Chrome Europe 2018: Showtime At Arneitz!
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CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE Faaker See Championship 2018 - RESULTS
Klasse/Class: CHAMPIONSHIP

1 „New Moon Reloaded“ by All Star Choppers/Filippo Valora/Italy
2 „Mystic“, Petrini Ronni, built by WRC /Italy
3 „Tattoo Trash“, Joshua van Gellecum, Netherlands

MOTOR BIKE EXPO VERONA 2019

Klasse/Class: MODIFIED HARLEY				
1
2
3
4

„Shovel Chopper“, Peter Penzenstadler/Penz Custombikes, Austria BIKERS LIFE SPECIAL AWARD
“Grand Prix” by Thomas Emky, Thunderbike, Hamminkeln/Germany
„Sesto Elemento“, Emiliano Damia, by E-D Special Custom/Italy
„Maravilla“, by Giuseppe „Pepe“ Lazzada/Belgium
MOTOR BIKE EXPO VERONA 2019 Invitation

Klasse/Class: REVTECH PERFORMANCE
1 „Alubagger“ by Asso Special Bikes/Italy
2 „New Generation“ by Andreas Kronbichler/Austria
3 „ Magnus II“ by Magnus Wilhelm/Germany

Klasse/Class: JAMMER OLD SCHOOL

1 „Calipso“, Sabrina Canducci, built by WRC/Italy
2 „Beelzebub‘s Ditch Jumper“ by Alessio Mattiazzi/Italy
3 „Cross Bones“ by X-TREM Custombikes/Germany

Klasse/Class: BAGGER

1 „MG 32“, Diego Traverso, built by Biker Sheriff/Italy
2 „Road Glide Bagger“ by Mirco Maranini/Italy
3 „The two Kings“, German Kunkel, built by Customhands/Germany

Klasse/Class: CHOPPER

1 „Glamour“ by Andreas Bergerforth, Thunderbike/Germany BIKERFEST LIGNANO SPECIAL AWARD
2 „Black Arrow“ by Daniele Pezzo/Italy
3 XS 650 Twin Chopper, handcrafted by Herfried Diex, Austria

Klasse/Class: SPORTSTER ENGINE

1 “Evel Knievel” Sportster, X-TREM Custombikes, Mettmann/Germany
2 „Pin-Up“ by Thomas Heckel, Berlin/Germany
3 „Harley-Kitty“, Peggy Gresk, Harley-Davidson Hannover
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...and after the trophy ceremony, the party starts!

The usual crowded conditions at the wider Showmile...

ARNEITZ Showmile at Showtime 2018
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Visitors crowd for the show all afternoon on the Arneitz Mile

BIKE SHOW IMPRESSIONS 2018
Axel Scherer and some Rockbilly guests!

The reception was busy from the start!

23 entries into Modified Harley!

CCE team & Hans Pressinger
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Custom Art in the Modified HD Class
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Hot Triumph in the Chopper class

Bike Show IMPRESSIONS
Last entry into Mod HD

Moped-power in Championship class

#1 Sportster „Evel Knievel“

The CCE welcome smile :)
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„Bike Wash“ by Customhands/Germany
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Modified HD included some V-Rod powered rides too...

Modified-HD IMPRESSIONS
Great detailing on all bikes!

Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man

Massive Modified HD line-up!

Radical rider!
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MBE Invitation at the CCE Faaker See Championship

2019 PICK

„Maravilla“, by Giuseppe „Pepe“ Lazzada/Belgium
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MBE‘s Harley Staniforth and Axel Scherer (CCE)

BIKE SHOW IMPRESSIONS
More Thunderbike

MG 32 Bagger class top winner

V-Rod power with carbon parts.

Modified HD class .
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2019 PICK

„New Moon Reloaded“ by All Star Choppers
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CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS WINNER:
„New Moon Reloaded“ by All Star Choppers
Another state-of-the-art powerbike by Italian customized
Valori Filippo and All Star Choppers! Equipped with a „New
Moon“ 2100 Turbo Charger blowing up a Total Performance
engine, this radical Chopper/Lowrider is boasting more than
200 hp in a completely handcrafted frame with extended
Springer fork and ultra low riding position. Who ever has the
guts to ride this monster has to tame a real brute! 8 pistons
in 4 calipers on the front wheel are necessary to stop the
monster!
AVAILABLE AS FULL BIKE FEATURE FROM:
MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.DE
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#1 CHOpper: „Glamour“ by Andreas Bergerforth
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#1 CHOPPER CLASS:
„Glamour“ by Andreas Bergerforth
Andreas Bergerforth of Thunderbike is not the boss you may meet behind a desk! This remarkable Sixties-style Chopper is his own idea and
work – and following in the footsteps of Thunderbike‘s 30th Anniversary
Panhead Chop with wich it shares a few parts, but also offers new
ideas and handcrafted specialties. Super-clean lines and smooth flowing lines are Thunderbike‘s trademark anyway, but this is one Chopper
that comes close to perfection, while still being extremely ridable!
Flawless chrome and a superb paintjob underline the excellent craftsmanship on this brandnew Thunderbike beauty!
Photographed in the last available daylight after his first place in the
CCE Ride-In Bike Show, you can expect one extraordinary feature of
an outstanding custom Chopper! FULL FEATURE available from MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.de

www.Thunderbike.com
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#2 Jammer Old School: „Beelzebub‘s Ditch Jumper“ by Alessio Mattiazzi/Italy
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JAMMER OLD SCHOOL #2 WINNER:
„Beelzebub‘s Ditch Jumper“ by Alessio Mattiazzi/Italy
An eyecatching chopper with „70s Helmets“ air brush was
this cool Sportster „Ironhead“ by Alessio Mattiazzi. Excellent airbrush artwork in combination with outstanding
detailing created an eyecatching top-custom that rides
„like hell“. Many parts are one-off and handmade, others
modified or polished to create an authentic sixties/seventies style custom that is utilizing period drum brakes and
many brass-made details. Check out the superb airbrush
art on the tank!
www.70s.it
AVAILABLE AS FULL BIKE FEATURE FROM:
MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.DE
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#3 Rev Tech Performance: „Magnus II“ by Magnus Wilhelm/Germany
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REV TECH PERFORMANCE #3 WINNER:
„Magnus II“ by Magnus Wilhelm/Germany
An eyecatching dragstyle Lowrider streetbike, built by
a private customizer? Magnus Wilhelm is living in the
Rhein/Main area, not too far away from CCE‘s HQ – and
working in a glass manufacturing plant next to where the
CCE Dealer Show was held. He also owns and handbuilt
no less than 3 (1) RevTech powered motorcycles so far!
Most parts are one-off and handmade, the frame was
bent by Peter Penzenstadler, the fork‘s origin is MV Agusta!
AVAILABLE AS FULL BIKE FEATURE FROM:
MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.DE
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#2 Sportster Engine: „Pin-Up“ by Thomas Heckel
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SPORTSTER ENGINE #2 WINNER:
„Pin-Up“ by Thomas Heckel, Berlin/Germany
An truely radical „crossover“ concept! Thomas Heckel
from Berlin/Germany built his cross-over Sportster from a
barn-find wreck and created a completely off-the-beatenpath mix of Chopper, Café Racer and Dirt Tracker that
he rode around the Lake Faak all week. Check out the
numerous details with stretched fork, „hanging“ headlight
and colored engine parts, since the motor went completely apart anyway! Handcrafted exhaust pipes with sideby-side mufflers add to the stylish packet!
AVAILABLE AS FULL BIKE FEATURE FROM:
MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.DE
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Taillight assembly: Clean!

Chief Judges Sportster choice: Bitch by Screw
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SPORTSTER ENGINE CLASS:
Screw‘s „Bitch“ Sportster
This entry into the Sportster class caused lots of attention – and was by far the bike that rolled the longest distance to this show: Screw‘s „Bitch“ Sportster is a fullyequipped „world traveler“ bike and has since May 2018
(!!) mastered more than 18.000 kilometers via Russia,
Canada and Sturgis 2018 (where it won the „Ratbike“
class of the Rats Hole Show) to Faak. Sven „Screw“ Nisch has prepared the bike himself, including the „double
decker“ Sportster tank set-up and the „Survival-Bike“ style accessories of his cool long-distance rider.
AVAILABLE AS FULL BIKE FEATURE FROM: MOTOGRAPHER@GMX.DE
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Custom Chrome Europe 2018: BOLT ON AND Ride Premiere!
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CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE Premiere:
Thunderbike „Cross Bob“ Bolt-On Bobber
No better way to start the customizing season with the creation of a
new custombike! At Arneitz Custom Show, CCE unveiled the latest
„Bolt On and Ride“ creation, highlighting numerous new parts by EMD,
Thunderbike and others! Thunderbike‘s Andreas Bergerforth delivered
the bike himself to the CCE team at Faak –and the bike was ridden
extensively during European Bike Week by the CCE team already!
The full press release has already been sent out, with all necessary information on what is a custom project that can be handled in
everybody‘s home garage. All parts used will also be available for the
2018 Softail models, so this bike marks a turning point in customizing,
which will continue as long as there are Harley-Davidson bikes to be
individualized...

FULL BIKE FEATURE (OUTDOOR & MODEL) AVAILABLE!
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The Faak 2018 Studio-1 film shooting is rolling!

Custom Chrome Europe in Faak 2018
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Thunderbike film shoot on Friday.

Axel Scherer on „Cross Bob“ leads the pack during the Studio 1 film ride.

Axel Scherer and Andreas Bergerforth ride hard!

Custom Chrome Europe in Faak...

Leontien de Vries riding the „Cross Bob“.

...is a long-time success story that is closely connected to the Arneitz
Custom Show which is actually located in Neuegg am See. With 21
years of European Bike Week, the first EBW, then the 95th Anniversary
of Harley-Davidson, at Faak has been celebrated almost at the same
time that CCE was founded in 1998. By the time the first CCE Ride-In
Show was held at the Arneitz event site, in a horseshoe-shaped „CCE
Village“ next to the still existing „Burnout Bar“, the riding direction (initially clockwise) around the lake was reversed so that riders would
first stop in the Harley-village rather than the immensly popular Arneitz
area. For many years, the distinctive Custom Chrome Europe tent
has been the „landmark“ on this site, but the tent also aged and was
„mothballed“ after last year‘s CZ Superrally. „Custom action“ at Arneitz
Custom Show means CCE – which features a cool program of custombike presentations, customizers and all types of custom services. And if
some CCE bikes are absent – they are „on the road“ for sure!

www.Custom-Chrome-Europe.com

Axel Scherer off the beaten path!
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www.motographer.de
CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE

PRESS RELEASE

EVENT FEATURE
Dipl.-Ing. Horst Rösler

Werrastraße 26
60486 Frankfurt/Main - Germany
Tel./Fax ++49 - (0)69 - 77 22 87
Mobile ++49 - (0)172 - 69 56 338
e-mail: Motographer@GMX.de

w w w. m o t o g r a p h e r. d e

Custom Chrome Europe Ride-In Bike Show Faak 2018
September 8th 2018, Custom Chrome International Bike Show Series Faaker See Championship 2018.
The 16th edition of the CCE Ride In Bike Show at Faak fell to the 21th event of European Bike Week, of which „Showmaster“ and Motographer Horst
Roesler has organised 15 events (one missed for Bonneville) and 19 European Bike Weeks (missing a rained out 1999 event). Every year, organising
the show and producing the story for CUSTOM CHROME EUROPE becomes a bit more ambitious, especially since the amount of material in the
available time is difficult to sort out and „compress“ it into something you can publish. We hope, we succeeded in helping you again to promote custombike building and creativity, which was the reason for this event from the beginning. The feature CD includes all images shown in this PDF preview
PLUS multiple options on winning bikes, PLUS some lifestyle and action shots. Due to the – once again – not favourable weather conditions, only few
participating bikes could be photographed before the show or after the trophy ceremony. Publication of this story is FREE OF CHARGE.

TEXTE OPTIONAL IN DEUTSCH
TEXTS OPTIONAL IN ENGLISH

RevTech Performance Class
The RevTech Performance Class is for bikes built around any platform of RevTech motor. Any modification can be made to frame, motor, sheet metal
or components in the RevTech Performance Class. Use of aftermarket or custom parts is acceptable.
(NOTE: It is OPTIONAL to sign in a RevTech powered motorcycle in this class, you CAN enter your RevTech-powered motorcycle in ANY OTHER
class).
Jammer Old Style/School Class:
The Jammer Old School Class is for bikes that represent the retro and old school lifestyle. The Jammer Old School Class is focused on bikes built with
retro styling and motors. Any frame or drivetrain may be used that keeps the Old School theme to the bike. Motors should be of vintage or retro style
platform. Any fabrication is acceptable to the motor, frame, sheet metal or components. Use of aftermarket or custom parts is acceptable in the Original
Old School Class. The bike must be entered by the builder.
Custom Chrome Europe “Ride In” Bike Show Faak Classes:
CHOPPER Class: All long-forked Choppers and modern Bobbers.
BAGGER Class: All Bagger-Type motorcycles, Dressers and Touring bikes
SPORTSTER ENGINE Class: All Sportster-engined motorcycles, no matter if stock or radical
Note on judgement:

The judgement is performed by a jury of 10 to 20 members: Custombike specialists, Manufacturers and journalists. Judged will be for general look, technical and artistic brilliance, plus detailling and
craftsmanship of the bike. NOT TO BE JUDGED is the state of cleaning, especially if the bike is dirty from operation or riding. Judgement is done by an independent jury with no right to claim against
the judgement of the jury. Exhibition of the bikes is at your own risk. Custom Chrome Europe is not responsible for any damage on the bikes during show and awards ceremony.
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Modified Harley Class
In the Modified Harley class the frame and motor must be original equipment from Harley-Davidson. This includes all Screamin’ Eagle and special
equipped bikes from the factory or any year or model. Any modification may be made to the frame, motor or sheet metal. The engine cases must remain
original equipment - however, any modification to the cylinders and heads may be made. Use of aftermarket or custom parts is acceptable.
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Championship Class
The Championship Class is the premier class at all Custom Chrome International Bike Show Series events. This class features one-off custom bikes,
with no strings or rules of design attached. There are no limitations or structure of the entries in this class. The Championship Class is a showcase for
true fusion design where the motorcycle builders are free to explore and push the boundaries of what makes a custom motorcycle.
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